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abbreviations

ASL  arterial spin labeling
ACC  anterior cingulate cortex
AgRP  Agouti-related peptide
BBB  blood brain barrier
BFM  basis function method
BMI  body mass effect
BOLD  blood oxygen level dependent
BSIF  blood sampler input function
CBF   cerebral blood flow
CMRglu  cerebral metabolic rate of glucose
CNS   central nervous system
CoV  coefficient of variation
CSF  cerebral spinal fluid
CSII  continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion
DCCT  Diabetes Control and Complications Trial
DEBQ   Dutch Eating Behaviour Questionnaire
DTSQ  Diabetes Treatment Satisfaction Questionnaire
E  extraction
EDIC  Epidemiology of Diabetes Interventions and Complications
EEG  electroencephalography
EPI  echo planar imaging 
FA  flip angle
FFA  free fatty acids
[18F]FDG  [18F]-2-fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose
fMRI  functional magnetic resonance imaging 
FSPGR   fast Spoiled Gradient echo
FWHM  full with at half maximum
GLP-1  glucagon-like peptide-1
GM  grey matter 
HC  healthy control
HRRT  high resolution research tomography
ICV  intracerebroventricular
ID   insulin detemir
IDIF  image derived input function
Ki  net influx rate 
K1  rate of transport from blood to brain 
k2  rate of transport from brain to blood 
k3  rate of phosphorylation by hexokinase 
k4  rate of hydrolysis by glucose-6-phosphatase
λ  partition coefficient
LC  lumped constant
LP  lumbar puncture
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MEG   magnetoencephalography
MDII  multiple daily insulin injection
MNI  Montreal Neurological Institute
MRI  magnetic resonance imaging
NLR  non-linear regression
NPH   neutral protamine hagedorn
NPY  neuropeptide Y
OFC  orbitofrontal cortex
PD  proton density
PET  positron emission tomography
POMC  proopiomelanocortin
POMS   profile of mood state
PS  permeability surface area product
RIA  radioimmuno assay
ROI  region of interest
SD  standard deviation
T1D  type 1 diabetes
T2D  type 2 diabetes
TAC  time activity curve
TE   Echo Time
TI   Inversion Time
TR   Repetition Time
Vt  volume of distribution
VUMC  VU University Medical Center
WM  white matter
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sUMMarY 
In this part of the thesis, the main findings of the performed studies are 
summarized. 
Since insulin detemir, as compared to other insulin regimens, has consistently 
been shown to result in less weight gain, and since insulin is known to enter 
the brain and act as a satiety hormone, the aim of the studies presented in this 
thesis was to  investigate whether treatment with insulin detemir, as compared 
to treatment with NPH insulin, would result in a different cerebral blood flow 
and glucose metabolism in brain regions implicated in appetite regulation, 
which could explain the reported differences in body weight. Furthermore, it 
was aimed to investigate whether patients treated with insulin detemir would 
respond differently to visual food stimuli as compared to patients treated with 
NPH insulin and whether they would have lower appetite scores and other food 
preferences. It was also investigated whether treatment with insulin detemir 
would result in higher insulin levels in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) compared to 
treatment with NPH insulin; due to the fatty-acid moiety attached to the insulin 
detemir molecule, it possibly enters the brain more easily, thereby promoting 
satiety in relevant brain regions, and subsequently reducing appetite, food intake 
and body weight. 
Therefore, a randomized controlled cross-over trial was conducted, in which 
patients with type 1 diabetes were treated for two periods of 12 weeks, starting 
with either insulin detemir or NPH insulin, each combined with insulin aspart 
at mealtimes. Thirty-six patients with an average age of 36 years and a mean 
duration of 13 years of well-controlled type 1 diabetes (average A1C 7.4%) were 
included in the INcEREBRO study. To make a comparison to the healthy, non-
diabetic situation, 13 age and BMI matched healthy men were included in the 
study as well and underwent one fMRI and one PET session.

introduction
In Chapter 1, the pathophysiology of type 1 diabetes is described and the 
necessity for type 1 diabetic patients to have a life-long treatment with insulin 
injections. To reduce the risk at diabetes-associated complications, intensive 
insulin treatment is necessary. However, intensive insulin treatment is associated 
with weight gain, induced by the direct anabolic effects of insulin, the risk of 
hypoglycemia which results in defensive snacking, and by increased systemic 
plasma insulin levels. Therefore, an insulin therapy without the associated 
weight gain would be very welcome. Insulin detemir is a relatively new basal 
insulin analog that has been consistently shown to result in less weight gain than 
other basal insulin formulations; an overview of the studies reporting insulin 
detemir treatment in type 1 diabetes and the observed body weight loss/ weight 
neutrality is listed in Table 1.1. Still, the mechanism by which these differences 
in body weight are induced, remains to be determined. In the present thesis it is 
investigated whether and how the brain could be involved.
The brain plays an important role in energy homeostasis and body weight 
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regulation, but the human brain is not easily investigated. Key hormones that 
affect brain are, among others, insulin and leptin, both circulating at levels 
proportional to body fat content and energy balance. They enter the brain, act 
on neuronal systems implicated in energy homeostasis, and blockade of these 
neuronal actions increases food intake and body weight (Figure 1.2). Specifically 
for insulin detemir, previous studies in humans showed increased brain activity 
(measured with MEG and EEG) and less food intake after intravenous infusion 
compared to human insulin. 
Brain imaging has provided a means for obtaining an increased insight into the 
anatomy and physiology of the human brain. Several imaging techniques used 
in the studies described in this thesis are explained. With MRI, brain anatomy 
can be visualized with high spatial resolution. Using PET and the tracers [15O]
H2O en [18F]FDG, cerebral blood flow (CBF) and cerebral glucose metabolism 
(CMRglu) can be measured, respectively. Arterial spin labeling (ASL) MRI can 
be a promising non-invasive alternative for the gold-standard to obtain CBF in 
humans, i.e. [15O]H2O PET.

imaging the brain of type 1 diabetic patients and healthy 
volunteers: pet and Mri studies 
PET allows for the measurement of CBF (using [15O]H2O as tracer) and CMRglu 
(using [18F]FDG). Using full kinetic modeling, quantitative CBF and CMRglu values 
can be obtained in humans. In Chapter 2 the feasibility of a full quantitative 
determination of CMRglu and CBF is investigated, based on data acquired in 
healthy volunteers on a current state-of-the-art PET brain scanner. Values for 
CBF and CMRglu are obtained for several brain regions, by non-linear regression 
(NLR) analysis of regional time activity curves. Moreover, data analyses using 
parametric methods (BFM for CBF data and Patlak for CMRglu data) correlate well 
with these NLR analyses for both CBF and CMRglu. Furthermore, the use of an 
image derived input function (IDIF), as a non-invasive alternative for the blood-
sampler derived input function (BSIF), results in similar results for CMRglu (but 
not for CBF), when using the Patlak approach; this has a great advantage, since 
the omission of an radial artery cannulation increases the clinical applicability.  
Chapter 3 describes CBF and CMRglu, measured with the above-mentioned 
methods, in well-controlled type 1 diabetic patients in comparison with gender, 
age and BMI matched healthy volunteers. It is shown that total grey matter CBF 
and CMRglu are decreased in type 1 diabetic patients. Since the decreased CMRglu is 
not explained by the decreased CBF, this suggests that in addition to generalized 
microangiopathy, other mechanisms account for the altered CMRglu observed in 
these well-controlled type 1 diabetic patients. Furthermore, in the accompanying 
appendix, three different lumped constants – LC, used in the calculation of CMRglu 
- are presented, to account for differences in arterial plasma glucose during the 
scan between groups. The LC is a factor that accounts for differences in transport 
and phosphorylation between FDG and glucose; this factor is known to change 
in e.g. hypoglycemic conditions, when glucose supply is limited and glucose 
transport to the brain is the rate limiting step in cerebral glucose metabolism. 
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In hypergycemic conditions, the LC changes to a lesser extent. It is shown that 
independent of each of three LC scenarios used, differences in CMRglu between 
diabetic and healthy subjects remain significant.
In Chapter 5 the results of fMRI scans are reported, in type 1 diabetic patients 
and healthy volunteers. Pictures (food, non-food and arrows as a baseline task) 
were presented of which participants had to decide whether they were indoor 
or outdoor scenes. Increased brain activation was observed in type 1 diabetic 
patients compared to healthy volunteers in appetite-related brain regions 
when watching food versus non-food pictures. After correction for difference 
in glucose level between groups (higher in diabetic patients), the difference in 
brain activation was more pronounced, which could mean that diabetic patients 
need higher glucose levels to reduce their craving for food. Also, type 1 diabetic 
patients could be more focussed on food due to the fact that they need to inject 
an appropriate amount of insulin before each meal and, therefore, they need 
to estimate the carbohydrate content of all meals, every day, unlike healthy 
volunteers. However, no difference in eating behavior was observed between 
diabetic and healthy men in our study. 

imaging the effects of insulin detemir therapy on the human 
brain: fMri and pet studies in type 1 diabetes
In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, results of fMRI and [15O]H2O and [18F]FDG PET 
studies, performed after treatment with insulin detemir and NPH insulin, are 
described respectively. In line with previous findings, patients treated with 
insulin detemir lost body weight (0.8 kg), compared to weight gain (0.5 kg) after 
treatment with NPH insulin. These significant differences in body weight were 
found despite similar glucose, insulin and A1C levels and insulin dosages after 
either treatment. CSF insulin levels were higher after treatment with insulin 
detemir than after NPH insulin treatment.
The results of PET studies are described in Chapter 4. In line with the hypothesis, 
increased CBF values in appetite-regulating brain regions were observed in 
the resting state, in patients treated with insulin detemir compared to NPH 
insulin treatment. Also, patients treated with insulin detemir scored higher at 
the appetite questionnaire item ‘fullness’ after the scan than patients treated 
with NPH insulin. These data support the hypothesis that a differential effect 
on cerebral blood flow, measured during a resting state, fasting condition, may 
contribute to the consistently observed weight sparing effect of insulin detemir 
treatment. No significant between-treatment differences were observed in 
cerebral glucose metabolism.
In Chapter 5 results of fMRI scans are reported. It was observed that in patients 
treated with insulin detemir, brain activation (BOLD, Blood Oxygen Level 
Dependent, signal) in bilateral insula, a region implicated in the processing of 
appetite and food reward, was blunted in response to the presentation of food 
related pictures compared to patients treated with NPH insulin. The BOLD 
signal was positively correlated with change in body weight after treatment with 
NPH insulin, but no correlation was observed with change in body weight after 
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treatment with insulin detemir. Moreover, in line with the hypothesis, patients 
treated with insulin detemir showed (a trend towards) less appetite and less 
hunger and desire to eat, and were more content about their treatment than 
patients treated with NPH insulin. These data indicate that the weight reduction 
after treatment with insulin detemir is paralleled by a blunted brain response in 
appetite and reward regulating brain regions in response to visual food stimuli, 
which could possibly explain these differences in body weight. 

Cerebral blood flow measured with PET and MRI
Although [15O]H2O PET is the gold standard for measuring CBF in humans, this 
method also has some disadvantages. In addition to a (low) level of radiation 
exposure, scanning protocols require dedicated facilities, including a cyclotron 
to produce 15O, that are located in close proximity to the scanner given the half-
life of only two minutes. Furthermore, the procedure necessitates insertion of an 
arterial line to obtain the arterial input function. In Chapter 6, measurements of 
CBF using ASL MRI are compared to [15O]H2O PET, in healthy volunteers and in 
type 1 diabetic patients. It is shown that, both in healthy and diabetic subjects, 
average ASL derived CBF values correspond with PET derived CBF values in 
some, but not in all cerebral regions. In particular in the anterior and posterior 
cingulate cortex significant differences between both methods are observed. 
Therefore ASL cannot replace invasive PET protocols to determine quantitative 
regional flow data, but it may be an alternative when absolute quantification is 
not required.
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